In a study designed to improve their behavior, disruptive children were taught to match teachers' evaluations of their behavior, using a classroom token economy. The percentage of children checked for accurate matches was gradually decreased during the course of the study until the children received only the points they awarded themselves, regardless of how well their own evaluations compared to the teachers' evaluations. The pupils maintained relatively low levels of disruptive behavior and high rates of academic output established by the token economy. ([The SCI® and the SSCI® indicate that this paper has been cited in over 135 publications.]
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In 1971 Ken Kaufman, Dave Santogrossi, Bob Spitalnik, and I were graduate students working with K. Darrel O'Leary at the State University of New York at Stony Brook. After his classroom token-economy dissertation data were collected, Kaufman added a phase in which he awarded the children rewards to themselves.1 They remained well-behaved during this period. Santogrossi unsuccessfully attempted to replicate this result.2 Spitalnik and I thought the problem with Santogrossi's program was that the change from external reward to self-reward seemed too abrupt. We thought a successful treatment could be designed in which students were gradually shaped to self-reward. O'Leary kindly gave us permission to use the one-way mirrored classroom in his Point of the Woods Laboratory School for an after-school token-economy reading program. It was extremely important that we work with children who had very disruptive behavior. Therefore, we recruited the eight worst-behaved children from special "adjustment" classes, which had been set up for children with serious behavioral problems in the local school district. It took the optimistic enthusiasm of graduate students to believe we could do this. We thought we could get these "monsters" to appropriately self-reward when they would have the opportunity to receive the maximum reward regardless of their behavior.

After a baseline in which our volunteer teachers, Rosalyn Silver Brody and Maria Vega, were subjected to such high levels of disruptive behavior that, despite their best efforts, we feared they would not be able to complete the program, we began abatement. The program consisted of establishing a token economy and then teaching the children to rate their own behavior to match the teachers' ratings of their behavior. After the children learned to match the teachers' ratings, they were given the amount of points they awarded themselves unless, when checked for accuracy by the teacher, the ratings differed. We gradually decreased the percentage of children who were randomly checked until all children were receiving the amount of points they awarded themselves regardless of what they objectively deserved.

The results were that the children retained the appropriate behavior they had established during the token economy even when they were not allowed to receive rewards graded by their teacher. They also completed a great deal more reading work than during baseline evaluation. One of the worst children had the entire school district in a state of excitement.

Since 1973, research using this method has been conducted in both classroom2 and nonclassroom situations with normal3 and retarded4 children. In 1974 this paper won the American Personnel and Guidance Association's Award for outstanding research. We believe this study has been cited often because it was the first to demonstrate the possibility of self-reward within a behavioral framework, and it is a procedure that rates very high on treatment acceptability.